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Results  
 
 

Markets 
A mix of Q2 earnings releases and macro-items moved the (equity) markets in July. To start with the first: in 
general headlines beat on earnings, and met on sales. But forward looking statements were still generally 
cautious, and the market did not react kindly to disappointments: misses underperformed the benchmark 
indices by percentage points more than normal. Explanation of this can be that the summer rally we’ve seen 
isn’t fully trusted and cutting positions is done more aggressive after the run-up we’ve seen. But we’ve seen 
volatility in other asset classes as well, e.g. after the ECB president Draghi came out with very dovish 
statements (first time the ECB has given explicit forward guidance) early in the month, the common currency 
fell by 1.5% in less than 2 days. The new BOE President Carney had come out equally dovish before Draghi 
and we saw violent squeezes in short-term EUR and GBP rates. Later Fed chairman Bernanke tried to undo 
some damage done in June, when he came out hawkish, and now he reiterated that the Fed will remain 
flexible on bond purchases and is not locked into any timetable for scaling back policies. Still the rebound in 
the important ISM indices in the U.S. kept the doubt ongoing. Draghi had an easier sell of his dovish stance: 
while ‘normal’ macro data improved somewhat (at least vs. expectations: the Citigroup Economic Surprise 
index continued its uptrend), the specific problems within the Euro-zone returned. Early in the month 
investors grew nervous about the prospects of an early election in Portugal, another showdown between 
Greece and its creditors, and the image problems of Spain PM Rajoy. But while peripheral spreads widened 
aggressively early in the month, in the second half normality returned and volatility in the stock markets 
dropped in sympathy. Oil prices rallied above $100 for the first time in 9 months, and the spread between 
Crude and Brent narrowed to zero for the first time since 2010. The power change in Egypt helped to support 
these moves. The rise was tempered later in the month after news came out that confirmed concerns 
regarding China’s economic growth trajectory. Japan’s new monetary policy appeared to be successful – 
inflation picked up – but after some unconvincing statements from the BOJ, the Yen strengthened and the 
Japanese stocks gave back its monthly gains.  
Prospects  
The tail-end of the earnings season will have some impact in the short-term, and the usual summer holiday 
drop in volumes and liquidity might cause some volatility. Perhaps ‘profit taking’ after the strong run-up in 
risk-assets will be a theme. But looking a little bit further than just next month, we see the market focus falling 
on the German Elections (in Europe) and the Federal Reserve possible first tapering of QE: both events are 
planned for September. Barring a return of the Euro-crisis, we remain bullish on the longer-term outlook for 
equities, especially in Europe. Therefore, if a market reaction comes, we are looking to pick up on our longs.  
Portfolio 
The sentiment change in bond markets triggered a change in sector preferences. Renewed focus to value 
names and a bias towards more cyclical sectors was anticipated and more than welcomed. We just added 
some more weight to existing positions. The names already in the spotlights we let go during the month. 
Therefore SBM and ING were released. Positive news-flow climaxed and further triggers to spur the stocks 
are for now absent. Instead we initiated a position in ArcelorMittal. The steel/ mining sector has been 
scrutinized for quite a while now on the back of recessionary scenarios and, lately, China worries. But the 
better then expected economic growth in the US and less worrisome developments in Europe, nuance the 
prospects. Against the very, very bearish stance of the community this makes the position attractive from a 
risk/reward angle. Although the premise is not more than that underlying results are not as negative as the 
share price development pictures. We are of the opinion that different attitude towards the bond markets will 
have far-reaching consequences for stock preferences and can become a game-changer. For us that means, 
relocate the marks. One of the consequences will be that the altering sector preference will come at cost 
from defensive / no growth / high div stocks. It is therefore that we keep on shorting these names and 
especially consumer staples. The rising interest rates are painful for the real estate companies at a moment 
when they still have to cope with lower rental income, occupancy rates and write offs. Worthwhile to short till 
bonds have stabilized. As far as tapering concerns, we are in the twilight zone. Although we think that 
economic development in US doesn’t justify to be too hawkish, the one way street it has been on lately (and 
therefore the bond market), has come to an end. Justified or not, the bond investors will better be safe than 
sorry at these levels. It is therefore that we still run relatively low gross exposure, besides that this earning 
season could be full of booby traps.  
Performance 
Well positioned for the developments of this month, the portfolio returned north of 4%. Yes markets went up, 
but mind you that always at least 50% is hedged. It was very much the stock picking that did the trick. The 
performances of the longs and short as group underlines the alpha generation. While European went up by 
6,5% our longs gained 6,85% and our shorts lost 2,4%; both legs adding to the outperformance, as it did last 
month in a down month. On the long side only Wessanen and Aixtron went sour on us, both after strong runs 
and mediocre half-year results. This was contrary to the strong gains on Philips, SBMO, Brunel and ING. But 
genuine rainmakers were KPN (+26%) and PostNL (+24%). KPN is totally back on the radar screen by 
selling E-Plus to Telefonica and becoming a takeover target. PostNL, besides benefitting from rising interest 
rates, reached an inflection point in their profitability. The shorts had no eye-catchers, though most of them 
underperformed the markets strongly. Then again it was remarkable how for instance AkzoNobel recovered 
after be slaughtered on their outlook. Or how well the numbers from Accell were embraced given the fact that 
underlying cash flow is dreadful and it seems that their nice sales increase went linea recta into their stock. 
This level of working capital is beyond worrisome. Where did we hear that before?  
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Performance July 2013

Net Asset Value July E 130.2
Net Asset Value June 124.9
Return July E 4.25%
Return MSCI Europe 4.9%

 
Performance Year to Date

TW Equity Fund E -2.8%
MSCI Europe 6.5%

Performance since Inception

TW Equity Fund 30.2%
MSCI Europe -22.3%
Best monthly return last 12 months 5.0%
Worst monthly return last 12 months -7.95%
12 month return -6.3%

Exposure 

Gross Exposure/Leverage 155%
Long 98%
Short 56%
Net Exposure 42%
Gross L/S Equity 155%
Gross Event Driven Arbitrage 0%

Risk ( 12m)

Correlation to MSCI Europe 0.04          
Beta 0.31          
Volatility 11.9%
VAR  1day/ 95%conf. 1.60%
VAR  5day/ 95%conf. 3.70%
Number of Longs 20
Number of Shorts 12
Top 5 Longs as % Equity 37%
Top 5 Shorts as % Equity 34%



 

  

 

Performance TradeWind Equity Fund in % 

Year JAN  FEB MRT APR MAY  JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEAR CUM

2007                 -0.2% -3.1% 5.0% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8%

2008 2.1% -3.1% -6.1% 4.3% 3.6% -2.8% -0.5% 0.6% -13.9% -11.2% -4.9% -2.1% -30.5% -29.4%

2009 -3.2% -1.1% 2.4% 10.5% 4.9% -1.2% -0.9% -2.3% -0.5% 1.9% 1.4% 3.4% 15.0% -19.0%

2010 0.7% 4.5% 3.1% 2.1% -0.7% 0.6% 11.2% -4.5% 7.1% -1.1% 5.2% 7.1% 39.2% 13.5%

2011 3.1% 0.7% 3.3% 0.7% 0.9% 4.0% 0,3% 2.3% 3.3% 1.8% -2.3% 2.5% 22.4% 38.9%

2012 1.6% 2.3% 0.4% -1.4% -5.1% 1.7% 0.7% -1.1% -4.3% -2.8% 3.0% 2.5% -3.5% 34.0%

2013 0.2% -8.0% -0.5% -3.3% 5.0% 0.7% 4.3% -2.8% 30.2%

Performance Longs and Shorts in bps

Year Position JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

2007 Long -      155      81        -534    -76      

Short -      -164    -468    1,143   235      

2008 Long -1,221 -164    -758    826      442      -831    -409    255      -1,796 -1,862 -735    -99      

Short 1,501   -201    116      -369    -30      509      359      -165    491      1,258   300      -127    

2009 Long -104    -480    399      1,300   769      -110    340      188      108      90        330      929      

Short -211    421      -171    -190    -244    -7        -450    -383    -275    130      -160    -561    

2010 Long -83      157      1,061   229      -920    220      1,470   -890    1,107   116      452      1,733   

Short 175      322      -767    -40      915      -140    290      460      -409    -210    184      -796    

2011 Long 399      246      491      260      -117    -367    -550    -964    100      686      -326    476      

Short 18        -132    -118    -45      275      913      650      1,247   349      -422    62        -180    

2012 Long 400      755      345      -378    -890    415      -      140      -72      -      325      460      

Short -181    -432    -250    252      370      -205    80        -240    -345    -265    25        -190    

2013 Long 450      -625    50        -18      670      -260    684      

Short -370    -124    -45      -250    -144    340      -237    

TradeWind Equity Fund NAV Development in Euro

Year Position JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

2007 TWC 100.0   99.8     96.7     100.5   101.8   

Europe 100.0   101.0   103.4   98.6     96.5     

2008 TWC 103.9   100.7   94.6     98.6     102.2   99.3     98.8     99.4     85.6     75.9     72.1     70.6     

Europe 85.3     84.4     80.9     85.5     85.3     76.6     75.1     76.4     69.2     59.1     54.8     52.6     

2009 TWC 68.3     67.6     69.2     76.4     80.1     79.2     78.4     76.6     76.0     77.4     78.4     81.0     

Europe 50.6     45.8     46.7     53.0     55.1     54.4     60.2     62.2     63.8     62.0     63.0     66.9     

2010 TWC 81.5     85.2     87.8     89.6     89.0     89.9     99.6     95.2     101.9   100.7   105.9   113.5   

Europe 64.9     64.6     69.2     68.3     65.5     65.9     67.0     66.1     68.0     69.9     68.8     72.2     

2011 TWC 117.1   117.8   121.7   122.5   123.7   128.5   129.0   131.8   136.2   138.7   135.5   138.9   

Europe 73.4     75.1     72.3     74.3     73.5     71.3     69.4     62.2     59.2     64.0     63.0     64.0     

2012 TWC 141.1   144.2   145.0   143.0   135.7   138.0   138.9   137.3   131.4   127.1   130.9   134.0   

Europe 66.7     69.2     68.0     67.7     62.7     65.7     68.4     69.6     70.1     70.5     72.0     72.9     

2013 TWC 134.2   123.5   122.9   118.8   124.8   124.9   130.2   

Europe 74.9     75.5     75.7     76.4     78.1     74.0     77.7     



 

  

 


